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The Rainforest Alliance is an international non-profit organization working in 
more than 70 countries at the intersection of business, agriculture and forests. 
We are building an alliance to create a better future for people and nature by 
making responsible business the new normal.



The Rainforest Alliance envisions a world in which people 
and nature thrive in harmony. Critical to achieving this 
is ensuring that the agricultural producers, workers, and 
communities whose livelihoods are intricately linked to 
some of the world’s most diverse ecosystems are able 
to achieve a decent and sustainable livelihood for them-
selves and their families. For the millions of workers world-
wide who form the backbone of agricultural production, 
ensuring a sustainable livelihood starts with being paid a 
living wage. 
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Introduction

What is a living wage? 

“The remuneration received for a standard workweek 
by a worker in a particular place sufficient to afford a 
decent standard of living for the worker and their fami-
ly. Elements of a decent standard of living include food, 
water, housing, education, health care, transporta-
tion, clothing, and other essential needs, including pro-
vision for unexpected events.” 

As defined by the Global Living Wage Coalition and the 
Anker Methodology.

What is a minimum wage? 

A minimum wage is the government set level of wages 
which every employer is required to pay by law. A min-
imum wage establishes a wage floor, beyond which 
wages cannot fall, but does not necessarily equal a living 
wage. In many places, the statutorily defined minimum 
wage is insufficient to meet the basic needs of workers. 
Still, some countries do not have minimum wages at 
all, or, if they do, they are not enforced or supported by 
strong collective bargaining rights and institutions.  

What is a prevailing wage? 

A prevailing wage is the market wage for each set of 
skills in a region and industry determined by labor mar-
ket forces. Usually higher than statutory minimum wag-
es, prevailing wages sometimes fall to levels below the 
legal minimum wage in areas where government en-
forcement is weak or when the industry is struggling to 
make a profit.

What is a Living Wage, Minimum 
Wage and Prevailing Wage?

Box 1

https://www.globallivingwage.org/about/what-is-a-living-wage/
https://www.globallivingwage.org/about/what-is-a-living-wage/


The Problem

Farm workers are one of the occupational groups with the 
highest incidences of extreme poverty, with many workers 
often living below the international poverty line of $1.9012 
a day. Studies show that the main reason for this is low 
wages3. Beyond making up the majority of the rural poor, 
agricultural workers are also the most socially vulnerable 
part of supply chains4. They often work without formal labor 
contracts and access to social security and health bene-
fits5. They are also frequently deprived of effective collec-
tive bargaining representation and lack a strong voice in 
policy and decision-making that could help them protect 
their rights and interests.  

Earning a living wage is a fundamental human right recog-
nized by the Universal Declaration on Human Rights (1948) 
and the International Labor Organization (ILO) Constitution 
(1919). It is endorsed as one of the main engines of sustain-
able development6 and a key driver of the ILO Decent work 
Agenda in the Declaration on Social Justice for a Fair Glo-
balization (2018)7. That is why we promote the payment of 
a living wage as an important building block for any busi-
ness to be truly sustainable. 

The drivers of low wages

While many agree that paying a living wage is a key pillar 
of sustainable development, attaining a living wage is far 
from simple. Understanding the problem starts with iden-
tifying the factors that contribute to low wages in the first 
place. 

1. Low wages are built into business models

Prevailing business models push costs and risks down the 
supply chain. This means that the true costs of produc-
tion at the farm level—including the cost of paying a living 
wage—are not accounted for. Some producers are even at 
times willing to accept a price that is below their cost of 
production just so they won’t lose valuable business. Even 
when a farm is profitable, sometimes wages aren’t set fair-
ly to benefit workers in proportion to the profit and perfor-
mance of the business. In the end, since wages are the part 
of the cost structure most likely to be impacted by down-
ward competitive pressure, it is workers’ livelihoods that 
suffer under the current system of unfair trading practices. 

2. Minimum wages are set too low

Zooming in on the local labor context in many countries, 
there is a risk that minimum wages are set too low to ad-
equately support workers’ needs. This is especially the 
case if minimum wage laws are not enforced or are not 
determined with input from the workers they impact. Work-
ers’ effective participation in the process of wage-setting 
through collective bargaining guarantees that the needs 
and concerns of those most affected are taken into ac-
count. Collective bargaining is important because it cov-
ers all other aspects in addition to wages that determine 
the standard of living of workers such as legal benefits, 
overtime working hours, sick leave and general terms of 
employment, and creates legally binding rights and obli-
gations.
Of course, in an ideal world, minimum wages everywhere 
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How is a living wage estimated?

The Global Living Wage Coalition and the Anker  
methodology

The Rainforest Alliance is a founding member of the 
Global Living Wage Coalition (GLWC) the members of 
which had agreed to a common definition of a living 
wage. The GLWC calculates living wage benchmarks in 
accordance with the Anker Methodology developed by 
the leading living wage experts Richard Anker and Mar-
tha Anker.

The benchmarks estimate the cost of a basic but de-
cent lifestyle for a worker and his/her family in a par-
ticular place by adding up the cost of a low-cost nu-
tritious diet that is appropriate for the food preferences 
and development level of a country, plus the cost of de-
cent housing in the area, plus other costs for essential 
needs like healthcare, education and transportation. A 
small margin above the total cost is then added to help 
provide for unforeseen events such as illnesses and ac-
cidents, to help ensure that these events do not throw 
workers into poverty. 

GLWC benchmarks are country and region-specific 
living wage standards established independently and 
validated in an inclusive, local stakeholder consultation 
process. The reports are publicly available on the GLWC 
website and contain valuable tools, such as wage lad-
ders and infographics, that help contextualize and re-
veal the relationship between minimum wage levels, 
industry averages, and living wages.

Box 2

should be living wages. This is the underlying purpose be-
hind the ILO Minimum Wage Conventions set decades ago 
to ensure full-time workers everywhere do not live in pov-
erty. While minimum wages are mandatory, living wages 
are currently still a voluntary measure unless a govern-
ment chooses to set minimum wage at the level of a living 
wage or makes mandatory the payment of living wage by 
all companies. Many governments fear that raising mini-
mum wages would make their economy less competitive 
and diminish employment opportunities, despite evidence 
to the contrary8. 



3. Informality and low labor rights protection prevalent in 
agriculture

Finally, even if minimum wages are set at an adequate 
level, a large number of the agricultural workers are em-
ployed without formal contracts therefore their rights to a 
minimum wage and/or benefits under collective bargain-
ing agreements are not protected or guaranteed by the 
local laws and regulators. In many rural areas, there is a 
lack of alternative livelihood opportunities and widespread 
unemployment. At the same, many governments lack the 
resources to enforce formal employment contracts or 
minimum wages.

Rainforest Alliance vision 

The Rainforest Alliance approach to living wage is fully 
aligned with United Nations Guiding Principles for Human 
Rights and Business (UNGPs) and accordingly recogniz-
es that the responsibility for achieving living wage must 
be shared across the supply chain so that the risks, costs, 
and burdens do not fall on the producers alone. Attaining 
living wages is a tall order for any producer, government, 
or company. Yet in order to achieve the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), and for companies and gov-
ernments to fulfill their responsibility to protect human 
rights, all actors need to dramatically scale and speed up 
their good practices towards living wages in global sup-
ply chains. Rainforest Alliance Certified™ and UTZ Certified 
farms have already come a long way in the enforcement 
of minimum wages where there is no enforcement of local 
law and also where the minimum wages are much higher 
than average wages or wages paid in the informal sector. 
Our vision outlined in the 2020 Rainforest Alliance Certifica-
tion Program, builds on this work as well as other require-
ments set out in both of the previous standards to make 
living wages the norm around the world. 

Living wages as drivers of economic growth

According to the United Nations Development Programme, 
“Poverty eradication is only possible through stable and 
well-paid jobs.”9.  A living wage is not only a vehicle to solve 
the problem of widespread poverty among farm workers, 
but also a powerful way to drive economic growth. A re-
cent, extensive empirical study by the ILO on the impact of 
changing income distribution10, showed that wage growth 
can generate demand and productivity, thereby creating 
a virtuous cycle. Paying workers living wages drives eco-
nomic growth by increasing their spending power, and as 
a consequence, increases local demand for goods and 
services. It benefits all businesses indirectly while also in-
centivizing companies to introduce more innovative meth-
ods of production so as to safeguard their profits11.  

There is growing evidence of the business case to adopt re-
sponsible business practices on wages. Experience from a 
range of companies paying a living wage shows improved 
labor relations and social cohesion alongside increased 
workforce productivity12. Beyond that, there is the broader 
case for companies to comply with legal obligations and 
consumer expectations to protect human rights in global 
supply chains.
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Achieving a living wage 

At the Rainforest Alliance, we have been building an alli-
ance of producers, buyers, unions, governments, and civ-
il society organizations around the world to make living 
wages a reality.  Throughout our certification, tailored pro-
grams, and advocacy work, we have included a number of 
interventions to this end. We believe that living wages will 
only become the norm through a multi-stakeholder ap-
proach centered around human rights protection. 

2020 Sustainable Agriculture Standard requirements 

Our 2020 Certification Program allows companies to take a 
step-by-step approach to tackle the complex challenges 
in their supply chains. The Rainforest Alliance 2020 Sustain-
able Agriculture Standard requires that all workers receive 
at least the minimum wage in their country and are af-
forded all the protections under ILO Conventions and Rec-
ommendations setting out basic principles and rights at 
work13. Going further, farms are required to assess prevail-
ing wages for their workers yearly against the applicable 
living wage benchmark , and if there is a gap to develop a 
wage improvement plan with a specific timeline and tar-
gets in consultation with workers’ representatives to reach 
(at least) the level of a living wage14. In every case, wages 
have to be adjusted yearly for inflation. 

Supply Chain actors are thus enabled to take the wage 
improvement plans of the producers they purchase from 
into account and demonstrate how they are contributing 
to the achievement of these objectives.

Our aim is to support certified producers and supply chain 
actors to discover and bridge the gap between prevailing 
wages and living wages. The data we gather in the process 
will be used to foster collaboration across the supply chain 
and will enable us to report on and verify progress made in 
a consistent, standardized manner over time. 

Data-driven developments

In the 2020 Sustainable Agriculture Standard, knowledge 
on living wages for different locations around the world 
and how those compare to workers’ prevailing wages is 
fundamentally strengthened:
 
1. A clear definition and living wage benchmarks. The 

Global Living Wage Coalition, co-founded by the Rain-
forest Alliance, developed a standardized definition of 
a living wage and a robust methodology to calculate 
living wages called the Anker Methodology that we 
have integrated into our standard. Using this meth-
od, living wage benchmarks for over 21 locations have 
been published and continue to be developed for many 
countries around the world15. This is an essential step in 
order to understand the gap that needs to be bridged. 

2. Harnessing the power of data. We introduced a Sal-
ary Matrix Tool for collecting comprehensive wage 
data and analyzing the gap between prevailing wag-
es and living wages for all types of workers on certified 
farms16. This new tool will help producers understand 
their actual labor costs and develop an informed and 

https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf 
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf 
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
https://www.rainforest-alliance.org/business/tag/2020-certification-program/
https://www.rainforest-alliance.org/business/tag/2020-certification-program/
https://www.rainforest-alliance.org/business/tag/2020-certification-program/
https://www.globallivingwage.org/
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According to OECD guidelines19, companies not only 
have a responsibility to pay living wages within their 
own operations, but they should also promote the 
payment of living wages throughout their whole supply 
chain, using their leverage to ensure the suppliers they 
work with also pay living wages. OECD Guidelines also 
affirm a country’s obligation to prevent human rights  
violations and their duty to enact measures to 
effectively protect people from human rights abuses by 
corporations. 

The Rainforest Alliance promotes a living wage as a 
fundamental human right. The responsibilities of gov-
ernments and companies to protect human rights are 
regulated by international human rights laws and further 
explained in the UNGPs and the Organization for Eco-
nomic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Guide-
lines for Multinational Enterprises. The OECD guidelines 
are an international multilateral commitment of govern-
ments and the most comprehensive set of guidelines for 
responsible business conduct to date.

Living Wages as a Human Right

Box 3

Image: shiftproject.org

https://www.oecd.org/corporate/mne/ 
https://www.oecd.org/corporate/mne/ 
https://www.oecd.org/corporate/mne/ 
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workable strategy to increase wages together with 
workers. Creating transparency around wages allows 
all supply chain actors to identify the risks and see 
where they can effectively implement responsible 
purchasing practices that guarantee the true labor 
cost of a product. 

Shared responsibility to create better livelihoods for 
workers

Three new requirements in our Sustainable Agriculture 
Standard and Supply Chain Standard encourage compa-
nies to reward and invest in more sustainable production 
and drive more value from the supply chain to workers:

1. The Sustainability Differential is a mandatory ad-
ditional cash payment, the amount of which is not 
fixed, made to certified producers over and above 
the market price of the commodity. The intention is 
that this payment recognizes the efforts and spe-
cific activities undertaken by the producer to meet 
the Farm Requirements of the Sustainable Agricul-
ture Standard. In the context of large farms, it en-
ables farmers who hire workers to pay higher wag-
es. After consulting with a legitimate representative 
of their farm workers, large farms will be required to 
spend the Sustainability Differential on areas that di-
rectly benefit workers (i.e. improvements in wages, 
health and safety, and working and living conditions).   

2. Sustainability Investments and mandatory cash or 
in-kind investments from buyers of Rainforest Alliance 
Certified products to certified producers for the spe-
cific purpose of helping them meet the Farm Require-
ments of the Sustainable Agriculture Standard. These 
types of investments include those that are required 
for producers to fulfill core compliance or mandato-
ry improvement criteria in the standard as well as the 
cost of achieving certification (i.e. implementation of 
the Digital Internal Management System and audit 
costs). The investments must go towards the needs 
identified by producers in their investment plans, and 
buyers must report on the investments they make. 

3. Supply Chain Contributions for Living Wage Pay-
ment is a self-selected criterion in the Supply Chain 
Requirements we developed to support due diligence 
on wages and facilitate dialogue across the supply 
chain. The criterion builds upon the transparency cre-
ated by the Salary Matrix Tool on the gap to a living 
wage and connects companies to their suppliers who 
are willing to work together to implement a plan to 
achieve living wages over time. In this way, the Rain-
forest Alliance helps companies put their living wage 
strategy into practice while giving them an easy way 
to monitor their progress. As more companies use this 
requirement to contribute to achieving living wages, 
their aggregate purchasing power should drive sec-
tor-wide change.

Bringing key actors together—the Global Living Wage 
Coalition

Another significant step to achieving living wages is bring-
ing diverse actors together to develop and learn from es-

sential research on the issue. That’s why we co-founded 
the Global Living Wage Coalition in 2013 alongside Fair-
trade International, GoodWeave International, and Social 
Accountability International in partnership with the Inter-
national Social and Environmental Accreditation and La-
belling (ISEAL) Alliance and international living wage ex-
perts, Dr. Richard Anker and Ms. Martha Anker. 

Over the years, the GLWC has evolved into a strong com-
munity to share learnings about applying the concept of 
living wage in sustainability standards and approaches 
for implementation. By providing high quality, consistent 
knowledge about living wage levels and implementa-
tion, the Rainforest Alliance seeks to empower stakehold-
ers of all types to collaborate in a non-competitive envi-
ronment and catalyze global action on living wages. The 
GLWC partners with critical stakeholders to spark action 
in key, labor-intensive sectors, engage with companies 
on their strategies to build sustainable supply chains, and 
strengthen the negotiation power of worker organizations 
and unions through quality data from the benchmark 
studies. 

Tackling the policy framework

Advocacy and policy work is a vital part of the living wage 
equation. By addressing the policy framework, we can 
encourage governments to increase minimum wages 
and strengthen social policies. Advocacy is also essential 
in discouraging businesses from relocating to low wage 
economies and undermining the legitimate efforts of gov-
ernments to raise the standard of living of their citizens. 
That’s why we work together with producers, retailers, and 
traders in our Sector Partnership Program to investigate 
the implementation of living wages. We look at everything 
from farm-level productivity and labor costs, all the way up 
to the retailer’s price on the shelf. Together with our part-
ners, we are innovating successful tools and approaches 
that allow for the costs associated with paying a living 
wage to be accommodated within commercial business 
models. Experience shows us that costs can be absorbed 
by increasing efficiencies with a motivated workforce, 
bonus payments, added value at the consumer level, re-
sponsible purchasing practices, and shorter supply chains, 
among other practices. Dialogue is key as solutions lie in 
collaboration and contextualization17. 

Another way we are tackling the policy framework is by 
partnering with the ILO within the framework of the proj-
ect “Better indicators and Methodologies for Wage Fixing” 
to address the issue of minimum wages being set too low. 
Unlike GLWC benchmarks, minimum wages are set in a po-
litical process that balances competing goals and objec-
tives such as the needs of workers with economic and cor-
porate growth. Tools and indicators that better take into 
account the needs of workers are required to strengthen 
the capacity of governments, social partners, and trade 
unions to set adequate minimum wages. To this end, the 
project offers guidance that the ILO will use to assist coun-
tries in setting minimum wages. 

Seeing results, looking at Malawi

All of these efforts we have undertaken at the Rainforest Al-

https://www.rainforest-alliance.org/publication/sector-partnerships-factsheet
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liance together with our partners to achieve living wages in 
supply chains around the world is starting to show results. 
A great example of this is the Malawi Tea 2020 partnership. 
This initiative, which was supported by Rainforest Alliance 
and GLWC research data, led to the first ever collective 
bargaining agreement signed between the Tea Associa-
tion of Malawi and the Plantation and Allied Workers Union 
(PAWU). This, in turn, has led to increased wages across the 
entire tea sector in the country. In 2018, the net living wage 
gap decreased by 25 percent—meaning tea workers are 
now earning 40 percent more than the country’s minimum 
wage. 

In addition to participating in the steering committee of 
the Malawi Tea 2020 Partnership, the Rainforest Alliance 
also supports the formation of strong and recognized ag-
ricultural labor unions in Malawi. We partnered with Oxfam 
to help strengthen the capacity of PAWU so that it can be-
come a strong voice for tea workers and an equal negoti-
ating partner in the collective bargaining process. This re-
sulted in a more balanced and informed renegotiation of 
the collective bargaining agreement and increased union 
membership at the grassroots level. This project demon-
strates how living wages can serve as a rallying point for 
all relevant stakeholders—government, local and global 
buyers, producers, workers, and unions—to drive sustain-
able development through responsible business practices.

The way forward

Everyone has a role to play:  recommendations for govern-
ments and companies

As the Rainforest Alliance, we play a key role by strength-
ening the requirements of our certification program and 
the accompanying toolkit to achieve living wages for ag-
ricultural workers. We are providing better data to under-
stand and measure progress towards achieving living 
wages, and we are creating mechanisms for companies 
to recognize and reward more sustainable production and 
directly support the certified producers they source from 
to pay their workers a living wage.

We also work with governments and companies to put in 
place effective policies that protect human rights and re-
quire employers to pay wages that allow workers to have a 
decent standard of living.  

Governments play a vital role in achieving a higher stan-
dard of living across agricultural supply chains. Govern-
ments in producing and consuming countries alike are 
the main guarantors of human rights and have the duty 
to protect and fulfill the right to a living wage by setting up 
the necessary laws and regulations to create an enabling 
environment. They should stimulate inclusive economic 
growth and seek to repair existing inequalities by invest-
ing in social capital such as universal access to healthcare, 
education, social protection, and skill development—work-
ing to ensure that those who need it most get access to 
these benefits.

Governments also have a responsibility to protect people 
and nature against adverse impacts from irresponsible 
business activities. The Rainforest Alliance believes gov-
ernments should enact legislation or binding regulation to 
require companies to undertake mandatory human rights 
due diligence. Mandatory due diligence on human rights 
has the potential to create a level playing field for compa-
nies already addressing living wages in their supply chains 
and give laggards a push to do so, promoting a culture of 
accountability and building momentum for collaboration 
in critical landscapes18.  

The Rainforest Alliance urges companies to follow the 
steps of due diligence identified in the UN Guiding Princi-
ples and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development Guidelines by: 

• committing to the payment of a living wage through-
out its supply chain in an official living wage policy. 
 

• conducting due diligence on wages in collabo-
ration with other companies, sector-wide initia-
tives, standard-setters, workers, and in consulta-
tion with trade unions and worker representatives, 
identifying where the risk to living wages is biggest 
(i.e. the countries and supply chains where prevail-
ing wages are still significantly below living wages). 

• remediating cases where living wages aren’t paid. 
Addressing the negative impacts of non-payment 
of living wages depends on whether the business 
is directly responsible, or has contributed to it by, 
for example, allowing purchasing practices that do 
not allow for the payment of a living wage. Remedi-
ation must include a review of purchasing practices 
to discover the best way to guarantee that the true 
costs of labor are paid for in price negotiations and 
to create transparency on supplier costs and prices. 

• using their leverage to make their suppliers change 
their behavior and ensure they pay a living wage. 

• encouraging collective bargaining agreements that 
respect national minimum wage policies and advo-
cating for governments to increase minimum wage 
and social protection mechanisms.

https://www.malawitea2020.com/uploaded/2018/10/Malawi-Tea-2020-2018.pdf
https://www.malawitea2020.com/uploaded/2018/10/Malawi-Tea-2020-2018.pdf
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